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• “Because of the rapid completion and supply of AI systems by technology 

manufacturers, we may expect immediate implementation of AI by the endoscopy 
community before conclusive scientific evidence on its impact is available”

• “This expected value is also affected by the possible harms of AI, such as the 
consequences of false-positive results, or AI-related deskilling of endoscopists”

• “ The general assumption is that AI implementation may standardize the quality 

metrics in community endoscopy, and thus, clinical rather than technical validation 

is preferentially addressed”

Helmut M et al. Endoscopy 2022; 54: 1211–1231
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Risk of CRC and small adenomas

 “An important clinical concept is the “advanced” adenoma, defined as a 

lesion 1 cm in size or having high-grade dysplasia or villous elements.3 

Because nonadvanced adenomas have a very low prevalence of cancer 

and a long adenoma–cancer sequence, screening tests can remain useful if 
they target cancer and advanced adenomas and not small adenomas” (1)

 Diminutive colorectal polyps have a negligible risk of harboring cancer (2-3)

1 Rex D et al Gastroenterology 2017;153:307–323 

2  Dekker E et al Endoscopy 2020:52;899-923

3 Pickhardt PJ Am J Roentgenol 2009;193:40-46



Incidence of CRC 

3,4/10.000/yrs  no adenomas

4,5/10.000/yrs LRD



AMR: AI 3% vs 2% per endoscopisti

PMR: AI 4.5% vs 5.5% per endoscopisti

ADR: AI 50.7% vs 52.0% per 

endoscopisti 

Zippelius C et al Endoscopy 

2022:54:465-72
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Conclusions

• AI icreases the ADR of small polyps

• The accuracy of AI in distinguiscing neoplastic from non-

neoplastic polyps is still under study 

• The endoscopist is still responsable for the incorporation of 

AI information into clinical practice
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